
Emma Ruiz
33, New York

Mets Fan

Wants and Needs
• A way to keep score without having to carry 

around so many materials

• A better way to manage all the different 
scorecards she has

• A way to potentially teach her friends how  
to keep score

• Not having to worry about a spilled drink 
ruining her scorecard

Bio
Emma is a Mets fan who’s currently living in New York and loves going to games with her friends. She 
also loves keeping score at all the games she goes to. Despite this love, she sometimes finds it a hassle 
to keep score as well as still converse with her friends and have a good time. She feels she spends a little 
too much time shifting through pens and white-out for any potential scoring changes, making it difficult 
to fully invest in her scorecard and also converse with her friends. She’s also had a few instances of a 
spilled drink ruining her card. If she was able to have a scorecard that had fewer materials to manage, 
she feel she’d be able to enjoy the game even more.

Frustrations
• Not being able to find a scorecard easily 

unless she brings her own

• Being the only one in her group that tries  
to keep score

• Having to carry around multiple pens,  
white-out and other materials

Fan Level

Hardcore Vast AnalyticalCasual Minimal Heart

Scorekeeping Experience Mindset

“I love keeping score, I just wish there was an easier way  
to manage it while watching a game with friends”



Wants and Needs
• Cut down on the clutter large scorebooks 

have brought

• Not worrying about the scorecards  
being damaged

• Have memento’s to keep and share with  
his grandchildren

Bio
Henry is a Mariners fan who currently resides in Seattle and loves watching games with his grandkids. 
He finds keeping score with them brings back memories from when he kept score with his father and 
wants to carry on that experience. He runs into issues though when trying to manage his scorecards. He 
loves keeping them all but finds they’re starting to clutter his living area. His grandkids can be a little 
rowdy during certain games too, sometimes messing up the cards. Some way that would cut down on 
clutter and not let the cards be ripped or ruined by a spilled drink would be a great help to him and 
provide good memento’s for his grandkids.

Frustrations
• Scorecards getting ripped or ruined  

by spilled drinks and food

• The space the scorebooks keep taking  
up in his personal space

• Not being able to easily track his  
past scorecards

• His grandkids not getting the same  
experience he had with his dad

Fan Level

Hardcore Vast AnalyticalCasual Minimal Heart

Scorekeeping Experience Mindset

“Keeping score is great experience and I want my grandkids 
to experience that as well”

Henry Moore
72, Seattle

Mariners Fan



Jerry Miller
54, Michigan

Tigers Fan

Wants and Needs
• A way to track his son’s stats

• A better way to add up all the stats

• A practical way to share these stats with  
the other parents

• A memento for him and his son

Bio
Jerry is a Tigers fan who currently lives in Troy Michigan and is a coach for his son’s little league team. 
While at the games, he likes keeping score so he can keep track of how his son and the other kids are 
doing, as well as provide a memento for them. He runs into issues though when trying to add up the 
stats at the end of the year. It can be difficult to keep track of all the different scorecards and he also 
can’t share the cards with the other parents unless he rewrites them entirely. If he had some sort of way 
to accumulate the stats as well as share the card multiple times over, it would make the little league 
experience for him and his son far better.

Frustrations
• Having to manage so many different 

scorecards

• Rewriting all the scorecards so that 
the other parents can see

• Looking through each scorecard and 
adding up all the stats

Fan Level

Hardcore Vast AnalyticalCasual Minimal Heart

Scorekeeping Experience Mindset

“Keeping score is a great way to remember my kids  
experiences, I just wish there was a simpler way to manage 
it all”



Bryan Park
23, California

New Fan

Wants and Needs
• A way to learn the ins and outs of  

scorekeeping and baseball in general

• To get more involved in the game and  
becoming a bigger fan

• To cut down on clutter

• Somebody or something to walk him  
through how to keep score

Bio
Bryan Park is a new fan who currently lives in Bakersfield California and wants to get into scorekeeping. 
He’s started watching baseball the past few years and has garnered an interest for scorekeeping based on 
discussions on broadcasts. He struggles though finding a place to get started. He’s still new to baseball 
and isn’t fully clear on all the rules, especially in regards to scorekeeping. He also doesn’t want to buy 
this big fancy scorebook when he’s not even sure he’ll enjoy it. He would really appreciate some sort 
of helper to guide him through how to keep score, as well as a simpler method of keeping score and 
tracking past scorecards without having to add even more clutter to his personal belongings.

Frustrations
• Being unclear on scorekeeping and 

some specific baseball rules

• Having no easy to access guide on 
scorekeeping

• The thought of having to add another 
giant book to his collection that he may 
not even use

Fan Level

Hardcore Vast AnalyticalCasual Minimal Heart

Scorekeeping Experience Mindset

“Scorekeeping seems really interesting to me, I’d love to 
start doing it myself”



Jennifer Wright
16, Georgia

Shortstop

Wants and Needs
• A way to track her stats and see what she 

needs to improve upon

• An easily accessible way to view these stats 
at any time

• To cut down on all the different materials she 
needs to manage to keep track of her stats

• Make it easier to discuss with her teammates 
what they need to improve

Bio
Jennifer Wright is a shortstop for her travel softball team and loves baseball and the competition that 
comes with it. She’s always looking to get an edge and wants to find a way to improve her game. To 
do so, she either tries to keep score herself or have a family member do it so she can see how she and 
her teammates are doing and figure out what they need to improve upon. For her though, it becomes 
cumbersome after a while to bring her scorebook and writing utensils along to each game, change 
scorebooks if she runs out of paper, and add up all the stats so she can figure out what she needs to work 
on. If there was a way to keep all this information in one place, she feels she’d be much better able to 
maximize her abilities.

Frustrations
• Having to add up the stats of so many 

different scorecards

• Lugging around multiple scorecards, 
pens, and white outs along with  
her equipment

• Not having a clear understanding of how 
she’s doing and what she needs to get 
better at

Fan Level

Hardcore Vast AnalyticalCasual Minimal Heart

Scorekeeping Experience Mindset

“I want to improve and the best way to do that is to  
figure out where I’m succeeding and where I’m not”


